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.e centralized control characteristics of software-defined networks (SDNs) make them susceptible to advanced persistent threats
(APTs). Moving target defense, as an effective defense means, is constantly developing. It is difficult to effectively characterize an
MTD attack and defense game with existing game models and effectively select the defense timing to balance SDN service quality
and MTD decision-making benefits. From the hidden confrontation between the actual attack and defense sides, existing attack-
defense scenarios are abstractly characterized and analyzed. Based on the APT attack process of the Cyber Kill Chain (CKC), a
state transitionmodel of theMTD attack surface based on the susceptible-infective-recuperative-malfunctioned (SIRM) infectious
disease model is defined. An MTD attack-defense timing decision model based on the FlipIt game (FG-MTD) is constructed,
which expands the static analysis in the traditional game to a dynamic continuous process. .e Nash equilibrium of the proposed
method is analyzed, and the optimal timing selection algorithm of the MTD is designed to provide decision support for the
selection of MTD timing under moderate security. Finally, the application model is used to verify the model andmethod..rough
numerical analysis, the timings of different types of attack-defense strategies are summarized.

1. Introduction

With the continuous development of cyberattacks, such as
advanced persistent threats (APTs), cybersecurity faces sig-
nificant challenges [1]. .e software-defined network (SDN),
as a next-generation network system, is vulnerable to a variety
of security threats [2]. Due to the characteristics of the
centralized control of SDNs, SDN controllers have become
single-point attack targets. Meanwhile, the southbound in-
terface between the control and data layers is vulnerable to
network attacks, such as scanning detection, distributed de-
nial of service (DDoS), and fraudulent implantation. .ere-
fore, it is urgent to analyze and predict the security attack and
defense behaviors of SDNs. To solve these problems and deter
threats faced by SDNs, a moving target defense (MTD), as a
“game changing” defense idea, aims to thwart attackers using
continuous and dynamic changes, reducing their success rate
and increasing the cost and complexity of threats [3, 4].

Although researchers have proposed MTD strategy-se-
lection methods in different network security scenarios, the
key to defense is to maximize the revenue by changing the
transform timing and selecting the transform attribute
values in a limited transform space. .erefore, to study the
optimal timing ofMTD is particularly important [5–8]. How
to choose the MTD timing based on the network attack-
defense sides, balance the network availability and MTD
security, and maximize the MTD revenue have become key
topics in current research. Game theory [9] is an analysis
tool to describe the interactions between decision-making
subjects. .e FlipIt game, as a game theory framework for
modeling computer security scenarios, has been widely used
in attack-defense scenarios, such as targeted attack model-
ing, encryption key updates, password policy resets, and
cloud auditing. However, few scholars have applied it to
study the timing of MTD [10]. .is paper is mainly con-
cerned with analyzing the optimal equilibrium point of
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attack-defense timing strategies in the framework of the
FlipIt game to guide theMTD defender on how to trigger the
timing of the implementation.

Based on analysis of the literature, the SDN as the re-
search object and an APTas an attack instance were selected
in this study, and an MTD optimal timing selection ap-
proach based on the FlipIt game is proposed. .e main
contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) .e state transition model of the MTD attack surface
based on the susceptible-infective-recuperative-
malfunctioned (SIRM) infectious disease model is
established. .e MTD attack and defense process is
described as the transformation of the attack surface
state, which provides state-variable support for the
MTD timing selection model construction and game
analysis.

(2) .e MTD timing selection model based on the FlipIt
game (FG-MTD) was built, which represents the
confrontation process between the attack-defense
sides as the control of the right side of the attack
surface, which is more suitable for the real network
attack and defense processes.

(3) .e impact of timing on the game revenue is ana-
lyzed, and we propose an MTD timing selection
algorithm, which provides decision support for the
timing of MTD with moderate security.

(4) By numerically analyzing the impact of the MTD
attack-defense period and cost on the attack-defense
revenue, a FlipIt game theory framework is con-
structed for the timing of MTD implementation.

.e remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the basic principles of game theory and
the FlipIt game and analyzes the research progress of MTD
timing selection. .e characteristics of the MTD
attack–defense confrontation are described in Section 3. FG-
MTD is constructed in Section 4. .e game of dynamic
attack and defense is described by the FlipIt game. On this
basis, the existence of equilibrium of FG-MTD is analyzed.
An optimal timing selection algorithm of FG-MTD is
designed. Finally, an application example shows that the
constructed model conforms to the MTD characteristics and
can effectively describe the MTD attack–defense confron-
tation process and select timing to guide the implementation
of MTD.

2. Related Work

.is section firstly summarizes the research of FlipIt game
and then summarizes the research progress of MTD timing
from three aspects. Finally, the shortcomings of the existing
results of MTD timing are analyzed, and the research ideas
and main work of this paper are explained.

2.1. Basic Principles of Game )eory and FlipIt Game.
Game theory is a mathematical tool for studying different
players’ decision-making processes. .e basic assumption is
that each player makes rational decisions and considers the

optimal strategy while considering other players’ decision-
making processes. Nash equilibrium is a solution to describe
the equilibrium state of the game, in which every player
obtains the best return, and a strategy that deviates from the
Nash equilibrium always leads to smaller gains.

In 2013, Dijk et al. [11] of the RSA Lab in the United
States proposed the FlipIt game for APT attacks. .e
schematic diagram is shown in Figure 1 [11]. Unlike most
games, FlipIt consists of defenders, attackers, and public
resources, which allows the players to control public re-
sources at a certain cost of action at any time. However,
before the actions of players, the control of public resources
is not displayed, so “stealthy takeover” is the most unique
feature for the FlipIt game. .e goal of each player is to
maximize control of resource time while minimizing the cost
of action.

.e blue and red circles represent the actions of the
defender and attacker, respectively..e blue and red shading
of a rectangle indicate control of a public resource by the
defender and attacker, respectively..e defender has control
at time t� 0.

In a theoretical study, Bowers et al. [10] examined the
application scenarios of the FlipIt game in practical prob-
lems, including password reset, key rotation, refreshing a
virtual machine (VM), and cloud service auditing.
Nochenson and Grossklags [12] studied the FlipIt game of
safe real-time strategic behavior and further extended FlipIt
game theory by confronting human participants with
computer opponents. In practical applications, Lee et al. [13]
introduced a cybernetic approach to model competitive
malware in the FlipIt game. Pawlick et al. [14] used a
combined game of FlipIt and a signal game to describe the
interactions between attackers, defenders, and cloud-linking
devices. .e game between defenders and invisible attackers
was investigated [15], and it was found that a periodic de-
fense strategy was the best response for nonadaptive at-
tackers. .e Flip.em game extends FlipIt to a set of known
multiple resources, and the attacker attempts to destroy one
or all of them [16]. In one study [17], internal threats were
introduced to the FlipIt game, and the three-player game
model was studied. However, the authors considered a
multiserver model and adopted a simulation-based solution.

Some scholars have used FlipIt to studyMTD. Jones et al.
destroyed the attack knowledge by allowing the defender to
“mutate” the system, and they extended FlipIt to MTD [18].
Prakesh et al. used multitarget detection resource control to
study the MTD [19].

2.2. Timing of MTD Attack Surface Transformation.
Research of MTD attack surface transformation timing can
be mainly divided into categories of time-driven active MTD
(TD-MTD), event-driven reactive MTD (ED-MTD), and
time-event hybrid-driven MTD (TE-MTD) strategies. In
TD-MTD strategies, the MTD attack surface transformation
time is divided into a fixed period (FT-MTD) and random
period (RT-MTD), which is an active triggering method to
predict the possible network attack behavior by changing the
system parameters (such as the IP address, port number, and
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MAC address) [20, 21]. However, TD-MTD depends too
much on historical experience. In ED-MTD strategies,
auxiliary information, such as specific security alerts and
security policies, is used to trigger MTD attack surface
actions. Unlike TD-MTD, ED-MTD is triggered passively,
and the attack surface of the network system adaptively
changes [22, 23]. For example, our team [24] maximized the
hopping space by routing and port cooperative random
hopping. We detected the malicious detection of the attacker
and adjusted the hopping to reduce the hopping overhead.
However, ED-MTD exhibits a significant hysteresis in re-
sponse to attacks.

TE-MTD can be based on a fixed-cycle time-event hy-
brid-driven MTD strategy (FTE-MTD) or a random-cycle
time-event hybrid-driven MTD strategy (RTE-MTD).
Huang and Ghosh [25] proposed a turn-based model based
on server diversification using a server with the same
function but different structures to perform attack surface
actions. It could be triggered by events, or it could use a
randomly selected or fixed action period. Kampanakis et al.
[26] proposed an MTD attack surface transformation model
based on an SDN..e network parameters were randomized
in a fixed time period to trigger the attack surface action, and
an analysis engine collected real-time security incidents on
the network and evaluated potential attacks by analyzing
existing ones. Zangeneh and Shajari [27] modeled ED-MTD
using the competitive Markov decision process (CMDP),
and the TE-MTD relied on historical alarm data. .us, the
attack surface is transformed more efficiently by combining
TD-MTD and ED-MTD.

However, the theoretical analysis framework of theMTD
timing problem has not been constructed. MTD timing
research has an important focus with application signifi-
cance, in which the timing problem is integrated and sys-
tematic. .e work of this paper mainly focuses on the MTD
timing strategy. Using the FlipIt game model, the influence
on the offensive and defensive gains of different transform
frequencies and attack-defense costs is analyzed to guide the
timing of MTD.

3. Analysis of Network Attack-Defense Process

.e network attack and defense behavior is first modeled in
terms of the control of the attacker and defender over the
attack surface. .e network confrontation process is ana-
lyzed from the perspectives of the attacker and the defender.
.e player can dynamically adjust according to the game

history information. In response to information feedback
during the game, to fit real network attack and defense
scenarios, the MTD timing selection model-based FlipIt
game is described from the perspective of incomplete in-
formation. .e attack-defense confrontation scenarios are
then analyzed from the perspectives of attackers and
defenders.

3.1. Analysis of Attack Process Based on Cyber Kill Chain.
.e purpose of network attacks is to determine the vul-
nerability of the attack surface by analyzing the target
system, introduce security threats by using the vulnerability
attack surface, and cause loss by carrying out intrusion
behaviors. Cyber Kill Chain (CKC) is a widely used sectional
model to describe network intrusion. Created by the
Lockheed Martin Corporation, it can be used to collect
relevant data and for the classification and correlation of
attacks. CKC describes common intrusive behavioral pat-
terns used by attackers on network targets [28]. .e analysis
of the CKC attack stage is important for MTD decision
making, which can help network security personnel deploy
appropriate defense strategies for different attack stages.
.erefore, we must describe different phases of CKC tar-
geting APTscenarios and use them to understand how to use
MTD strategies in different phases of the CKC.

.e CKC divides attack actions into eight strategies, each
of which may be recursive or incoherent, and multiple
leapfrog intrusions are implemented based on the results of
the previous invasion. As shown in Figure 2, CKC can be
divided into left-of-exploitation and right-of-exploitation
attack types. Left-of-exploitation attack types are used
mainly to detect the target system and build an arsenal by
identifying it, and targeting can be used to detect vulnera-
bilities of the target-system resources. According to the
results of the analysis, the corresponding attack tools and
methods, which can be defined as a lower-level attacker, can
be divided into two attack strategies, DA1

and DA2
. Right-of-

exploitation attack types are mainly used to carry out attacks
and expand the scope of the damage by implementing an
attack target system to achieve the desired state. Using
similar vulnerability to expand the range to improve the
effect of the attack, which can be defined as high-level at-
tacker, the attack can be divided into six attack strategies
DA3

, DA4
, DA5

, DA6
, DA1

, and DA1
.

3.2. Analysis ofMTDAttack Surface Transformation Based on
SIRM Infectious Disease Model. As discussed in Section 3.1,
the attack behavior is persistent, so the following assump-
tions are defined.

Assumption 1. .e attack surface cannot be completely
controlled by the attacker immediately.

Assumption 2. .e attacker’s attack behavior does not have
a priority path in the network.

.e state transition caused by the attack and defense
sides alternately controlling the attack surface must be
characterized. In a real network attack and defense

t

Figure 1: FlipIt game.
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confrontation scenario, the process of CKC exploitation of
the vulnerable attack surface to infiltrate and control other
attack surfaces is similar to the virus propagation mecha-
nism of the SIR infectious disease model [29]. Hence, the
extended SIR infectious disease model is used to describe the
state transition of the attack surface in the attack-defense
process. According to the basic definition of the attack
surface and the moving attack surface [30], we define the
following four categories of the state of the network attack
surface.

Definition 1. Susceptible attack surface (SAS): .e attack
surface is in a safe state, but it is highly likely to be attacked
because no defense measures have been taken.

Definition 2. Infective attack surface (IAS): .e attack
surface has been attacked but is still in the attack stage of a
low-level attacker. .e defender is difficult to detect, and the
attack surface is in an infected state.

Definition 3. Recuperative attack surface (RAS): .e attack
surface is protected by the defense strategy and has an
immune effect on the attack behavior. .us, the attack
surface is in an immune state.

Definition 4. Malfunctioned attack surface (MAS): .e at-
tack surface is completely controlled by the attacker and is in
a damaged state. .e network cannot provide services
normally.

.e relationship between these four attack surface states
is shown in Figure 3.

We assume that the total number of network attack
surfaces is AAS. .e numbers of attack surfaces in the above
states at time t are SAS(t), IAS(t), RAS(t), and MAS(t), ∀t ∈
[t0, T]. Furthermore, SAS(t), IAS(t),RAS(t),MAS(t)≥ 0
and SAS(t) + IAS(t) + RAS(t) + MAS(t) � AAS.

To simplify the analysis, we categorize a defense strategy
as either a low-level conventional or high-level strategy. We
use the four attack surface states to model the transfor-
mation process of the MTD attack surface.

(i) SAS⟶ IAS: When SAS faces APT low-level (left-
of-exploitation) attack strategies, if the low-level
defense strategies fail, then SAS is infected by the
APTattacker. At this point, the attacker is still in the
left-of-exploitation preparation phase of the attack,
and the system does not experience decreased
service quality. However, the APT attacker can use
IAS to exploit another SAS to achieve further attack
effects. For example, when an APT attacker dis-
covers system vulnerability, it is not eager to launch
an attack but instead continually raises authority to
achieve higher control rights.

(ii) SAS⟶ RAS: When the SAS faces APT low-level
(left-of-exploitation) attack strategies, if the low-
level strategy is successful, then the SAS is con-
verted to a RAS, which can have a certain defense
effect on the APTattack. For example, the defender
adopts a strategy such as patch upgrading to resist
the reconnaissance tracking strategy of the APT
attack.

(iii) IAS⟶ RAS: When the IAS faces APT high-level
(right-of-exploitation) attack strategies, if the high-
level MTD strategy is successful, then the IAS will be
converted to a RAS to avoid system damage. For
example, defenders use network fingerprints, for-
warding path hopping, and other strategies to
prevent APT attackers from installing an implant
attack strategy.

(iv) IAS⟶ MAS: When the IAS faces APT high-level
(right-of-exploitation) attack strategies, if the high-
level MTD strategy fails, then the IAS will be
converted to a MAS, and the system gradually loses
the service function. For example, an APT attacker
bypasses the defense strategy through a load de-
livery strategy, causing the system to be broken and
causing service interruptions.

In summary, as ∀t ∈ [t0, T], SAS(t) + IAS(t) + RAS(t) +

MAS(t) � AAS, the differential equations of the MTD
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network attack surface state transition based on the SIRM
infectious disease model are expressed as

SAS
•

� −
αIAS(t)SAS(t)

AAS
− βSAS(t),

IAS
•

�
αIAS(t)SAS(t)

AAS
− λIAS(t) − μIAS(t),

RAS
•

� βSAS(t) + μIAS(t),

MAS
•

� λIAS(t).

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(1)

.e above differential equations describe the rate of
change of the SAS, IAS, RAS, and MAS with time, which
provides state variables for the construction of the FG-MTD
model in the next section, where α is the probability of
changing from a SAS to an IAS, β is the probability of
transforming from an IAS to a RAS, λ is the probability of
transforming from an IAS to a MAS, and μ is the probability
of transforming from an IAS to a RAS.

4. Construction of MTD FlipIt Attack-Defense
Game Model

4.1. MTD Timing Selection Based on the FlipIt Attack-Defense
Game Model. Based on the analysis in Section 3, the FlipIt
game based on the MTD timing selection model is defined
below, including the total game time, the set of offensive and
defensive participants, the offensive and defensive game
states, the attack and defense action set, the participant
timing period strategy space, and the offensive and defensive
utility function six basic elements.

Definition 5. FG-MTD can be formalized as a sextuple,
FG − MTD � (N, T, S, D, P, U).

(1) N � (NA, ND) is the player set of the attack-defense
game, where ND is the defender and NA is the
attacker.

(2) T � TA + TD ∈ [0, +∞) is the time horizon of the
attack-defense game, i.e., the sum of the total times
TA and TD for which the attacker and defender
control the attack surface, respectively.

(3) S � (SA, SD) is the set of network states in the attack-
defense confrontation process, whose details are in
Section 3.2.

(4) D � (DA, DD) is the set of offensive and defensive
action vectors in FG-MTD, where DA � DA1 , DA2

,

. . . , DAn
} is the set of optional attack actions, which

can be categorized as high- and low-level attack
strategies, whose details are provided in Section 3.1.
Similarly, DD � DD1

, DD2
, . . . , DDm

  is the set of
optional defense actions, which can be categorized as
high- and low-level defense strategies, where the
high-level defense strategies consist of six MTD
strategies and the low-level defense strategies consist

of four conventional strategies, whose details are
shown in Section 5.1. At any time t, attackers and
defenders may take action to gain control of the
attack surface.

(5) P � (PA, PD) is the attack-defense time period
strategy set of the FG-MTD, where PA � PA1

, PA2
,

. . . , PAn
} and PD � PD1

, PD2
, · · · , PDm

 , respectively,
which indicate collections of attacker- and defender-
selectable time period strategies. Both are decided by
the durations of four attack surfaces in the SIRM

model randomly, where PA � (tj − ti) · 
tj

ti
SAS

•

+

IAS
•

+ MAS
•

dt and PD � (tj − ti) · 
tj

ti
RAS

•

dt.
(6) U � (UA, UD) is the utility set of the attacker and

defender, where UA and UD represent the utility
functions of the attacker and defender, respectively.
.e calculation method is shown in Section 4.2.

4.2. Attack-Defense Time Strategy Utility Quantification.
.e quantification of the attack-defense timing is the basis
for the timing of MTD selection, and whether the
quantification is reasonable directly affects the timing
selection result. To objectively measure the utility, the
approach in this paper is based on the FG-MTD timing
selection model, and the attack-defense time period is
treated as a unified indicator of utility. We make the
following definitions.

Definition 6. Attack-defense cost (CAD): .e attack-defense
cost is CAD � {CA, CD}, where CA is the attack cost, and CD is
the defense cost. .e two costs vary for different elements of
the offensive and defensive action set. .e attack cost is
determined by the complexity of the attack and increases
with the attack complexity, and the defense cost increases
similarly with the complexity of the defense implementation.

Definition 7. Attack-defense benefit (BAD): .e attack-de-
fense benefit is BAD � {BA, BD}, which indicates the direct
benefits from both the offense and defense. For the scenario
of the MTD timing selection, we define the attack-defense
benefit with the game time, i.e., T�BA+BD.

Definition 8. Attack-defense benefit rate (rBAD
): .e attack

and defense benefits are normalized to simplify the calcu-
lation, so rADB � rAB+ rDB � 1.

Definition 9. Attack-defense utility (UAD): .e attack-de-
fense utility UAD �BAD − CAD is the difference between the
attack-defense benefits and costs. .e attack utility is
UA �BA − CA, and the defense utility is UD �BD − CD.

Definition 10. Attack-defense utility rate (θUA D
): .e attack-

defense utility is normalized to simplify the calculation, so
the attack-defense utility yield is θUA D

� θUA
+ θUD

, where the
attack utility yield is θUA

� liminf t⟶∞θUA
(t) and the de-

fense utility yield is θUD
� liminf t⟶∞θUD

(t).
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4.3. Game Equilibrium Solution and Algorithm Design.
We first explain FG-MTD game strategy and then analyze the
use of the utility function to solve the game equilibrium strategy.

We use the attack-defense time strategy set (PA, PD) to
define the game model of the FG-MTD, FG-MTD(PA, PD).
According to basic game theory concepts [11], the FG-MTD
(PA, PD) Nash equilibrium strategy is

FG-MTD PA, P
∗
D( ≥ FG-MTD PA, PD( ,

FG-MTD P
∗
A, PD( ≥ FG-MTD PA, PD( .

(2)

We assume that the APTattack time period PA is greater
than the defense time period PD, and let η � PD/PA be the
probability of an attacker’s random action during the de-
fense time period. .e APT attacker controls the period
within the defense time period, which is represented by η/2.
FG-MTD is a non-zero-sum game. We define the attacker
utility function

UA � BA − CA �
η
2

−
CA

PA

�
PD

2PA

−
CA

PA

, (3)

and defense utility function

UD � BD − CD � 1 −
η
2

−
CD

PD

� 1 −
PD

2PA

−
CD

PD

. (4)

When PA ≤PD, we can obtain the attacker and defender
utility functions as follows:

UA � 1 −
PA

2PD

−
CA

PD

,

UD �
PA

2PD

−
CD

PD

.

(5)

Theorem 1. A Nash equilibrium exists for the FlipIt game
based on the MTD model of the FG-MTD, FG-MTD(PA, PD):

P∗D �
1

2 · CA

, P
∗
A �

CD

2 · C2
A

, CD <CA,

P∗D � P∗A �
1

2 · CA

, CD � CA,

P∗D �
CD

2 · C2
A

, P
∗
A �

1
2 · CA

, CD >CA.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(6)

.e related proofs of .eorem 1 can be found in [11].
Based on FG-MTD and its equilibrium calculation

process, the optimal MTD timing selection algorithm for the
FG-MTD is given as Algorithm 1.

5. Case Study and Numerical Analysis

Below, we present an attack-defense scenario based on the
APT and SDN and show an example with different attack-
defense strategies to validate the effectiveness of the FG-
MTD. .e designed optimal MTD timing selection algo-
rithm is verified by a series of numerical analyses. In ad-
dition, we compare our method to others.

5.1. Case Environment. We will use the SDN part node
topology to build an experimental network environment
[31]. As shown in Figure 4, LDAP servers, FTP servers,
application servers, and other servers are the application
targets 1 of the MTD strategies, where the application server
acts as the control server. Meanwhile, the APT attacker
invades the availability of the SDN network according to the
illustrated intrusion path. APT attackers have user-level
access to the LDAP servers, and their goal is to steal the
sensitive information stored in a Linux database server. .e
vulnerability information of each server is shown in Table 1.

.e possible attack paths for the APT attacker are as
follows:

Path 1: LDAP Servers⟶ FTP Servers⟶ Linux
Database
Path 2: LDAP Servers⟶Application Servers⟶ FTP
Servers⟶ Linux Database

Based on the analysis of the network attack-defense
process presented in Section 3 and literature results [30], the
attack-defense actions are shown in Table 2. .ere are eight
attack strategies, as shown in Section 3.1.1. .ere are ten
defense strategies, including six high-level MTD strategies,
i.e., the IP address, communication port, communication
protocol, forwarding path, fingerprint, and data storage
hopping, and four low-level conventional defense strategies,
i.e., monitoring and detection, patch upgrade, data deletion,
and service shutdown.

5.2. Numerical Analysis. Based on the time strategy set of
attack-defense players, we will evaluate the proposed FG-
MTD model by numerical analysis. First, according to the
utility quantification method presented in Section 4.2, we
use the basic definition of the time game return function to
analyze the state of the attack surface of the MTD network
over time. .e trends are shown in Figure 5.

As time passes, the number of SASs declines and the
number of RASs increases, while for the IAS and MAS, their
number has been relatively small. From the [0, 6] time
period, the number of SASs decreased by 95.4%. Meanwhile,
due to appropriate MTD defense timing, the RASs increased
by 93.2% during the [0, 4] time period. .is shows that the
choice of defense timing is important for MTD. Improper
defense timing will lead to an increase in the proportion of
IASs, which will lead to system malfunction.

We take PA>PD as an example. As for the specific types
of attack-defense strategies, the quantitative numerical
analysis of the impact of MTD implementation timing on
the attack-defense utility is carried out.

Figure 6 shows the relationship between the attack utility
and period for different types of attack strategies. In the
defense period PD � 1, for high-level attack strategies, as the
attack period increases, the attack utility is still increasing.
.e attack period has little effect on high-level attack
strategies, and the key factor of the profit of the level attack
strategies is the attack cost. Because low-level attack strat-
egies have lower attack costs, their attack income trends
downward as the attack period increases. .erefore, the
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Input FG-MTD Model
Output Optimal Timing P∗D
BEGIN
Initialize FG − MTD � (N, T, S, D, P, U)

// Initialize MTD optimal timing selection model FG-MTD
Initialize DA, DD

// Initialize the action space for attack–defense players
Initialize PA � P1, . . . , Pn , 1≤ k≤ n

// Initialize the defender time period strategies space PD

Initialize PD � P1, . . . , Pm , 1≤ i≤m

// Initialize the defender time period strategies space PA based on historical attack data
For (k � 1; k≤ n; k + +)

For (i � 1; i≤m; i + +)

{
If PA >PD

Calculate UA � (PD/2PA) − (CA/PA),

UD � 1 − (PD/2PA) − (CD/PD),


Else
Calculate UA � 1 − (PA/2PD) − (CA/PD),

UD � (PA/2PD) − (CD/PD).


}
// Traverse each type of attack and calculate the attack–defense strategy combination utility

Output P∗D
// Output optimal timing

END

ALGORITHM 1: FG-MTD game optimal timing selection algorithm.

Table 1: Server vulnerability information.

Endpoint name Vulnerability information CVE ID
FTP servers Incorrect access control vulnerability CVE-2019-12815
Application servers Remote desktop services execution code vulnerability CVE-2019-0708
LDAP servers String length processing vulnerability CVE-2015-5330

Internet

External network user MTD Server cluster

SDN controller

Edge SDN switch

APT adversary

Benign user

LDAP

FTP

Linux

Linux

1.exploit-LDAP

2.exploit-FTP

Application

3.exploit-application

4.exploit-FTP

Figure 4: Experimental system structure diagram.
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attack period has a significant impact on their attack utility.
Similarly, as the attack cost increases, the attack utility trends
downward for both high- and low-level attack strategies.

In Figure 7, when the defense period is fixed, with the
increase in the attack period, the attack utility will increase
for a high-level attack strategy and decrease for a low-level
attack strategy. .e attack period has less impact on the
high-level attack strategies because their attack utility is still
increasing. As the defense period decreases, the attack utility
decreases for both high- and low-level attack strategies. .e
defense period is crucial for defending against different types
of attackers.

For different attack periods, the relationship between the
defense utility and defense period is as follows. .e defense
period step is 0.5. As shown in Figure 8, for low-level defense
strategies, as the defense period increases, the defense utility

first increases and then decreases. In particular, when the
attack period is PA � 5.5, the best defense period is
P∗D � [3.29, 3, 34], during which the defense utility is
U∗D � 0.3970. When the attack period is PA � 7, the best
defense period is P∗D � [3.71, 3.78], during which the defense
utility is U∗D � 0.4655. .us, for the low-level defense
strategies, there is an optimal defense period for the different
attack periods, which maximizes the defense utility. For
high-level defense strategies, the defense utility increases
continuously as the defense period increases. .erefore, the
influence of the defense period is small for high-level defense
strategies. Different attack periods have less impact on it, but
due to the higher deployment cost, its defense utility is lower
than that of low-level defenders. .e defense utility con-
tinues to decrease as the attack period increases, and when
the defense period is too large, the defense utility will
continue to decrease.

As for different types of defense strategies, the rela-
tionship between the defense utility and defense period is as
follows, where the step of the defense period is 0.5. As shown
in Figure 9, when the fixed attack period is PA � 6, the
defense utility of high-level defense strategies increases with
the increase in the defense period. As the defense period
increases and approaches the attack period, the impact of the
defense period on the defense gain gradually decreases. .e
low-level attack utility increases with the increase in the
defense period, and the defense utility increases first and
then decreases. In particular, when the defense cost is
CD � 0.5, the best defense period is P∗D � 2.45, and the best
defense utility is U∗D � 0.5918. When the defense cost is
CD � 1.5, the best defense utility is U∗D � 0.2929, and the
defense period can be randomly selected in the range of
4.20–4.28. .e defense utility decreases with increasing
defense costs for both high- and low-level defense strategies.

In summary, we conclude the following from our nu-
merical experiments.

.erefore, for key core devices, a high-level defense
strategy can be used to implement MTD with a larger

Table 2: Description of network attack and defense strategies in the experiment.

Number Attack–defense strategies Strategy description
DA1

Reconnaissance Detect valuable information about target system
DA2

Weaponization Create targeted attack payloads for target system
DA3

Delivery Deliver payload to target system
DA4

Exploit Penetration exploits to trigger malicious code
DA5

Installation Install malware on target system
DA6

Command and control (C&C) Remote control of target system through C&C
DA7

Action on objectives Achieve damage to target system
DA8

Expand damage Horizontal action in target system to expand scope of attack damage
DD1

IP address hopping {IP, C}

DD2
Communication port hopping {port, 64512}

DD3
Communication protocol hopping {protocol, 5}

DD4
Forwarding path hopping {forwarding path, 576}

DD5
Fingerprint hopping {fingerprint, 128}

DD6
Data storage hopping {data storage, 212}

DD7
Monitoring detection Monitor process behavior using IDS

DD8
Patch upgrade Repair damaged network resources by installing patches

DD9
Data deletion Delete related data in the communication service

DD10
Service close Close current service function
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Figure 5: Proportion of states of different MTD network attack
surfaces changing with time.
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defense cycle. For noncore devices, a low-level defense
strategy can be used to implement MTDwith an appropriate
defense cycle.

5.3. Analysis and Comparison of Results. Comparisons be-
tween our research and existing research are summarized in
Table 3. Most MTD decision-making research focuses on
spatial strategy-selection methods while ignoring the timing
factors that are equally important for defense decision
making. Manadhata et al. studied a two-person nonzero and
complete information stochastic game for spatial strategy
selection. Kambhampati et al. proposed a spatial strategy-
selection method based on a Bayesian game. However, this
static single-stage game model has difficulty describing

attack-defense scenes. Liu et al. proposed an MTD spatial
strategy-selection method based on a signaling game and
built a method for MTD attack-defense cost quantification,
but the approach cannot accurately describe the dynamic
characteristics of MTD. Based on this, a Markov MTD
spatial strategy selection was established in our earlier work.
We described the transformation process of the MTD state
through a Markov decision process, and we provided an
optimal defense strategy-selection algorithm. Chowdhary
et al. studied MTD spatial strategy detection based on an
incomplete-information stochastic dynamic game-in-a-
cloud network environment. .e above research focused on
MTD spatial strategy selection. Our work introduces the
FlipIt game to the MTD timing decision. A CKC-based
attack method and MTD network attack surface
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Figure 6: Attack cost and utility relationship diagram for different types of attack strategies.
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Figure 7: Defense period and utility relationship diagram of different types of attack strategies.
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transformation method based on the SIRM infectious dis-
ease model were analyzed. Amodel of FG-MTD is proposed,
which provides theoretical support for MTD timing.

(1) .e defense period and attack cost are the main
factors affecting the attack utility. For high-level
attack strategies, the attack cost has a much greater
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Figure 8: Attack period and utility relationship diagram of different types of defense strategies.
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Figure 9: Defense cost and utility relationship diagram of different types of defense strategies.

Table 3: Comparisons of different methods for MTD strategy solution.

Literature Game type Information type Decision-making objectives Dynamic Optimal solution method
Manadhata et al. Stochastic game Complete information Spatial strategy selection Static Not given
Kambhampati et al. Bayesian game Complete information Spatial strategy selection Static Not given
Liu et al. Signaling game Incomplete information Spatial strategy selection Dynamic Given
Lei et al. Markov game Complete information Spatial strategy selection Static Given
Chowdhary et al. Markov game Incomplete information Spatial strategy selection Dynamic Not given
Our method FlipIt game Incomplete information Temporal strategy selection Dynamic Given
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impact than the attack period on the attack utility,
and for low-level attack strategies, the attack period
is negatively correlated with the attack utility. .e
attack timing problem is particularly important for
low-level attackers. .erefore, it is important to find
the optimal defense timing to resist attacks.

(2) .e defense cost is the main factor affecting the
defense utility. For low-level defense strategies, there
is an optimal defense timing, so the defense period
plays a key role. For high-level defense strategies, the
defense cost is a key factor that constrains its utility.
.erefore, to reduce the implementation cost of an
MTD strategy is a key breakthrough in strategy
design.

6. Conclusion

With the rapid development of SDNs, their security faces
significant challenges. MTD is a new active defense strategy
that can change the rules of the game. However, the deci-
sion-making problem of MTD timing based on game theory
is still in its infancy. .ere are still many limitations in terms
of the theoretical basis, game model, and equilibrium so-
lution. It is difficult to solve the MTD timing problem to
establish a general and effective theoretical method to guide
MTD timing decisions.

Based on the timing of MTD decision making, we in-
troduced APT attack behavior based on CKC and analyzed
the attack surface transformation process of MTD based on
the SIRM infectious disease model. Based on this, we
constructed an MTD model based on the FlipIt game,
presented the benefits for both sides, and provided methods
for performing the calculations and determining the equi-
librium solution. We also introduced a timing selection
algorithm for FG-MTD. .e applicability and effectiveness
of the FG-MTD model and algorithm were verified by ex-
amples, numerical experiments, and comprehensive com-
parisons. .e theoretical basis of MTD timing selection was
established.We plan to test our method on real SDN systems
and explore the efficacy of our model in real MTD settings.
In future research, we will explore MTD spatiotemporal
decision-making methods and consider the corresponding
game models.
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